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Distributed Analysis in ATLAS

Classic Athena analyses:
various input data sizes: ESD, AOD, DPD
TAG for direct event access

Calibration & Alignment: RAW data and remote DB access
Private MC production
everything else (ROOT, arbitrary executables...)
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DA Tests During STEP'09

Stress testing with HammerCloud
"Infinite" real analysis jobs to participating sites (all T2's + a 
few T1's)
Most (~all) of our STEP'09 results drawn from these tests

Coordinated user activity
US and DE challenges

Background (normal) user activity
Some sites were quite busy without HC's help
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HC: Workflows tested

Classic Athena analyses:
various input data sizes: ESD, AOD, DPD
TAG for direct event access

Calibration & Alignment: RAW data and remote DB access
Private MC production
everything else (ROOT, arbitrary executables...)
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HC Testing Details
Four AOD analysis jobs:
    WMS: 30GB per job, 2 Local protocol, 2 FileStager
    Panda: 5GB per job, switched to 10GB ~Sat.
    ARC/NG: 5GB per job
    Note: we expect ~4-6 times more Panda jobs than WMS jobs at the 
shared sites.
    All analyses run at ~15-19Hz with local fast files. 

        CNAF running 3-4 analyses
        throughout STEP09. "Graviton" 
        job (using FS) was turned off 
        at WMS sites because of large 
        log files and memory leak.
        (F. Galezzi)
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HC: Global Summary
~1M jobs submitted -- 82.3% succeeded
Total 26.3B events processed
Mean Events/s = 7.7Hz
Mean CPU/Walltime = 0.39

Global Efficiency: 82.3%     Global Rate: 28.6kHz
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Tabulated Results

All the following results are available at:
http://gangarobot.cern.ch/st/step09summary.html

Definitions:
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Hz = avg(#events/(stoptime-starttime))
Note: potential bias between Panda/WMS 

CPU/Walltime:
For gLite: = "Percent of CPU this job got..." as reported by time athena...
For Panda: = 100 * cpuConsumptionTime / cpuConversion / (endTime - startTime)

Efficiency = #completed/(#completed+#failed)

http://gangarobot.cern.ch/st/step09summary.html


Cloud Summary: Throughput
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Cloud Summary: Efficiency
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Site Summaries
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We now look at the site performance.
    
The metric used to rank the sites is debatable.

I will present sites ordered by normalized throughput:
    Millions of events processed / AOD data share

Sites with share < 0.1 have been filtered out for now
      Complete tables are in the "backup" slides.

My interpretation of the metric:
    If you perform well it means:
        (a) you performed well
        (b) your data share is too small
        (c) both
    If you do not perform well it means:
        (a) you have an excuse e.g. many background user jobs
        (b) you did not perform well



Site Summary (1)
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Great normalized throughput. But check your efficiency and event rate.



Site Summary (2)
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Good normalized throughput. Again, check efficiency and event rate.



Site Summary (3)
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Low throughput

Reasons:
  Many other jobs
  Low efficiency
  Low event rates
  ... ?



Performance

~All sites have I/O 
bottleneck
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Mean rate is ~1/3rd 
your laptop



A Note on Efficiencies
We have always recorded the success efficiency , but probably more interesting 
would be the time-weighted efficiency :
 
  time-weighted eff = time spent in successful jobs / total time
 

note that success eff == time eff   iff  mean(succ. time) == mean(fail time)

During STEP09:
    mean successful Panda job took 4584 s.
    mean failed Panda job took 5721 s.
    overall completion efficiency for Panda was 0.856
    overall time efficiency was 0.827

    for WMS we didn't record the times for failed jobs, but with hanging posix I/O 
connections failing jobs could waste a lot  of time.

In future we should focus on the time-weighted efficiency metric to better 
understand how the sites are being utilized.
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PanDA Results
Panda uses "copy mode" at most 
    sites.

Record job numbers for Panda DA: 
    peaked at ~6500 concurrent
 
84.9% success efficiency
 
Slightly above average CPU/wall and Hz 
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Panda Analysis Conclusions
1. Pilots:
    DE, IT didn't run enough Panda jobs, probably queue depth was not 
large enough

Need to better organize the pilot factories 
 
2. Data access timeouts:
    40% of the failures were "Get error: lcg-cp get was timed out after 
1800 seconds"

Need a way to discover terminally ill vs. slow transfers

3."Hidden failures" at xrootd sites. (athena didn't read all events)
    10% errors at LYON, 2% at SLAC, and 1.4% at SWT2_CPB
    

Need reliable run report from athena, and post job validation
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gLite WMS Results
WMS jobs used mostly posix I/O:
    For WMS analysis we have been more adventurous ...
      FileStager "copy" mode was not used as much as 
          we had intended.

74% success efficiency
below avg. Hz and CPU/Wall

Lower WMS efficiency results from long jobs higher susceptibility to I/O flakiness and 
poor posix I/O performance
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gLite WMS issues
1. Longer jobs lead to more failures with memory leaks, huge log files, 
etc...

Clients should default to fine & intelligent splitting
 
2. Ganga-MonAlisa link was down so we couldn't easily track the WMS 
jobs 

Need more reliable central monitoring of the WMS jobs

3. Post analysis is difficult. Need to download log files and parse:
Post process on WN. Adopt error codes from Panda.

 
4. On average Posix I/O did not perform well. This is the default for 
WMS jobs, so we should change it.

Data access method should be same for Panda and WMS jobs, 
not user definable, and stored in central IS (it is already in Panda 

DB)
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Data Access Methods
The "WMS" tests were 
mostly direct I/O.
    By chance the 2 FS 
analyses were memory 
leaky and produced huge 
log files so we stopped 
these early.
    In previous tests FS 
vastly outperformed direct 
access at most sites; here 
it did not. Apparently, the 
usage of direct access at a 
site penalized the FS jobs 
running at the same site.

Should move to FileStager where beneficial and possible.
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file:// protocol at CNAF, IFIC, LIP

Better than dcap/rfio and FileStager:
    only a few very slow jobs
    still the storage is the bottleneck 
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ARC/NG Results

Efficiency was high, but middleware issues led to low 
throughput at the sites (due to data stage-in delay to the site 
caches). Solutions are in development.

More stress testing is needed at NG sites
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Real User Analysis During STEP'09

There was a lot  of real analysis during STEP'09.

Coordinated efforts in US and DE (that I have results from).

US: 14 users processed a 1M evt sample (for 75M total events 
processed with ~75% efficiency)
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- from slides 
of  J. Cochran



Coordinated Analysis in DE

Results from 4 users:
         ~90M events                varied efficiencies
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Background User Analysis

We know that real analysis continued behind HC, but exact numbers 
aren't known worldwide (because of WMS monitoring lapse).

In US we know:
    - 426309 user analysis jobs during STEP'09
    - 173648 (~40%) from HC
    - Remaining 60% from 198 other users
        - 172k succeeded, 80k failed (of which 40-50k killed by user)
                                                                                                  - numbers from K. De.

In general, looking at the overall efficiency of real user jobs is almost 
meaningless
    - need to perform detailed error analysis to identify site/service vs. user 
errors, which is possible but onerous with existing tools.
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Distributed Analysis User Support
DA user support is provided by the DAST shifters.

1 EU + 1 US shift per week
Made no special preparations for STEP'09

i.e. normal shift rotation without extra effort
The numbers:

2-12 June (STEP'09) saw 76 threads in the DA help forum
No extraordinary problems or complaints

Pre STEP (22 May - 1 June): 73 threads
Post STEP (13-23 June):76 threads

The user support model succeeded during STEP'09, though 
we are still planning to increase the shifter effort to handle 
the influx of users coming with real data.
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Conclusions
The distributed analysis tests during STEP'09 were a success for 
ATLAS:

The services were exercised at record levels.
Global Efficiency: 82.3%   Global Rate: 28.6kHz
Real users continued to get real work done

The problems are known...
dcap/rfio access is troublesome at heavy load
our pilot factories need to be better organized
need better communication with athena
monitoring can be improved (as always)
and others.

...but most have known solutions.

Testing continues now... no waiting for SEPT
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Backup: all sites (1)



Backup: all sites (2)



Backup: all sites (3)


